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Background
• Increasing importance of continuous, proactive and inclusive
stakeholder management, both in daily port cluster
management as well as planning processes
– Formerly mainly ‘top-down’ exercises, once every few years

• Increasing stakeholder activism around ports, in particular the
rise of power of local community interest groups
– Formerly only attention to economic stakeholders (port user
associations)

• Increasing (public) availability of port cluster performance
data, in different perspectives, with stakeholders generating
own data on port cluster performance:
– Formerly only attention to tons / cargo throughput

Background (2)
• Need for a more balanced view on port performance: “triple
bottom line” performance management:
– People: creation of employment, safe working, …
– Profit(/Prosperity): creation of sustainable financial profit, attraction of
cargo, improvement market share,…
– Planet: limiting environmental impacts, security,…

• Ports moving into annual Sustainability Reporting, according
to GRI standards:
– www.globalreporting.org
– Industry supplement for ports not existing yet
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Background (3)
• Case study Port of Antwerp:
–
–
–
–

Award-winning sustainability report
Collaboration with a large amount of stakeholders
Audited and certified process
Dedicated website http://www.sustainableportofantwerp.com/en/

• Other examples: Hamburg, Gothenburg, Valencia,...
• Increasing attention on the global level: PIANC and IAPH
taskforces
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Port of Antwerp
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Dooms, 2014

Issues with
sustainability reporting
• In general:
– Quality assurance
– Scope
– Stakeholder validation

• Specifically for ports:
– Port cluster versus Port Authority Organization
– Indicator selection (cfr PORTOPIA)

• In general: no taking into account of
stakeholder perceptions
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How to measure the
“license to operate?”
• Element of legitimacy: is the port authority (port cluster
manager) perceived by the local community as a
responsible, accountable corporate citizen?
• A number of elements towards other citizens (or
stakeholders), difficult to measure in quantitative terms, play
a role:
– Transparency of the port cluster managing body
– (Quality of) communication of and with the port cluster managing
body
– Commitment of the port cluster managing body towards participation
– How the impacts (both positive and negative) of the port cluster are
experienced by the local community
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Current industry
task forces
• IAPH/PIANC
– Envicom 150 and 174
– 150: Sustainable Ports – A guide for Port
Authorities (concluded May 2014)
– 174 (ongoing): Sustainability Reporting for
Ports
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Recent publication
(cfr. PPRN 2014)
Integrating ‘triple P’ bottom line performance and the
license to operate for ports: towards new partnerships
between port cluster stakeholders
(Dooms, 2014) in: Port – City Governance (eds. Alix,
Delsalle, Comtois) pp. 55-76, EMS Editions – Management
et Société, Paris
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Joint intelligence buildup with
local community stakeholders

Objective dimension:
- From sustainability reports (Economic, Social and
Governance performance)
- Need for harmonization and exchange (cfr existing
IAPH/PIANC workgroup 174)

• Link between Sustainability Reporting and
Local Community Perceptions (social
license to operate)

Subjective dimension:
- New innovative measurement
tool to be developed
- Similar to user perceptions, but
aimed at local community
- Implication of port centers

Source: Dooms, 2014
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How Stakeholder Perceptions differ from Corporate Reality, Peloza et al 2012
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Case-study
Port of Antwerp
• Concrete suggestions (not operationalized yet):
– Indicators on commitment and participation
•
•
•
•

Opportunities for societal reflection
Investment in social capital for participation purposes
Public character / transparency of information
Reducing the distance / increasing the identification with the port
cluster activities

– Indicators related to impact experience
• Anticipation on complaints and treatment of complaints
• Actual experience of impacts
(Source: Universiteit Antwerpen, 2013)
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Strategic relevance
• Both triple bottom line performance and license to operate
have limited strategic value for strategic port cluster
management, when analyzed separately:
– Both dimensions need to be analyzed in a relative perspective, i.e.
benchmarked to peers, including learning opportunities

• Main hypothesis: the stronger the triple bottom line
performance of a port cluster, the stronger the license to
operate?
• Anecdotal evidence seems to suggest this relationship does
not hold in all circumstances
– Cfr. Port of Antwerp: ongoing important difficulties getting approval for
main spatial planning documents; important tensions between Left Bank
and Right Bank stakeholders remain; etc.
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Next steps
• Social license to operate measurement:
– Further framework development
– Find pilot ports

• Conditions
– ICT
– Strong industry / Academia collaboration
– Action research

• Find inspiration in the approach of user
perceptions
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Other research avenues
w.r.t. sustainability reporting
• Research on reasons for (non-)adoption (Higgins et
al, 2014)
–
–
–
–

Institutional theory lens
TCE lens
Hybrid organizations lens
Replication of research from mainstream literature

• Business ecosystems lens: buildup of community
models / trust issues
• Role of trade associations (cfr promising topics
identified by AOM SIM division) (Barnett, 2006 and
beyond)
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• www.porteconomics.eu
• www.portopia.eu

• michael.dooms@vub.ac.be
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